
17th August 2021 With Miss Talitha and Miss Alaura 



Letter B Bears 
To continue learning about the letter ‘b’ the children were all asked 

what words start with the letter ‘B’ to which Jade responded “b,b,b 

bear” which gave Miss Talitha an idea which was to make bears out 

of the letter ‘B’. This was such a great activity as all the children could 

recognise the letter and learnt that bear starts with the letter ‘B’. The 

children each took turns coming to the table to glue the bears paws 

and nose on. The children's bears all turned out super cute and they 

cant wait to have them on the walls of the dolphins room.  



B is for Butterfly! 
Miss Caitlin was unfortunately away today but had planned an awesome ac-

tivity for the children to make their very own butterflies. When the children 

were told they were making butterflies today Mieka pointed to the door and 

said “ there's a butterfly”. They each joined Miss Alaura at the table to paint 

half of their butterfly the colours of their choice. The children got super ex-

cited to see Miss Alaura fold their butterfly in half and open it back up to 

see the beautiful painting they had done merge onto the other half causing 

the butterfly effect.  The children then got to choose a what colour glitter 

they wanted to put on their butterflies before going wild with the glitter.  



Music with Mr  Brendan! 
After doing some amazing art work, the children jumped for joy as they saw Mr Brendan 

walk into the room. They children quickly joined Mr Brendan on the mat for their weekly 

music lesson.  Mr Brendan was very welcoming of our new friend Mieka and went over 

all the stuff learnt in previous lessons so she knew how to do everything. Mr 

Brendan then introduced a new song for the children which they all absolutely 

loved.  







Dolphins 
Staff Name Talitha Alaura   

Shift 9.15-5.30 9.15-5.15   

Date 17.08.2021 Rest Pause 10mins 10mins   

Day Tuesday Lunch 
12.30-1.00 1.15-2.00   

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Clothing  

ADALINE ALLX2 ALLX3 ALLX2 11.50-2.05   

COOPER ALLX2 ALL ALLX2 11.45-1.50   

ELOISE ALLX2 ALLX3 ALL  12.55-1.50   

EVELYN ALLX2 ALLX2 ALLX2 12.25– 1.25   

JADE ALL  ALL ALL 12.00-1.20   

JOANNE AWAY 

KAI-LI AWAY 

LEO AWAY 

MEGHAN ALL ALLX2 ALL 12.50-2.00     

MIEKA ALL ALLX2 ALL 12.10-1.35     

NATHANIEL ALL ALLX2 OFFERED 11.50-1.00     

PENELOPE AWAY 

TUSCANY-ROSE MOST MOST OFFERED 12.15-2.10     

              

            

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   ROCKMELON, APPLE AND RICE CRACKERS 

Lunch Spaghetti with cheese  
After-
noon tea   MUFFINS WITH CARROT AND CUCUMBER  


